
Westcliff made it two wins from two in their defence of the Men’s Premier title with a 6-3 
victory away at newly promoted East Thurrock. Lee Scott and Reece Wiggins picked up a 
hat-trick for the visitors with Robert Perry and Toby Moon winning two rubbers and a single 
win for James Allpress and Bryn Gillard. Phil Tuffee and Jordan Rogers, Michael Clark and 
Lawrence Smith and Alex Penny and Zak Pryor all won one each for East Thurrock. 
 
East Thurrock were due to be in action at home to Powerplay three days later, but the 
opposition were unable to field a team resulting in a 9-0 win for the home side. 
 
In the division below, Westcliff Seconds recorded a hard earned 5-4 victory over B & BP. 
Five of the nine rubbers went to three sets as Lewis Barr and David Clark and James 
Hookway and Russell Blunt both won two rubbers each with Matt Tonge and Tom Kirby 
getting the other to secure victory. Nick Harbott and Carl Thomas won all three of their 
rubbers for B & BP and Daniel Potter and Adam Cooper picked up one.  
 
There was another 5-4 scoreline in the Men’s Second Division as Hawkwell recorded their 
first win of the season over Fitzwimarc Thirds. Matt Smyth and Russell Dobson won all three 
rubbers for the home side and were supported by a double from Andrew Strutt and Keith 
Wood. James Williams and Ben Bradford picked up two points for Fitz with Adam Peters and 
Craig Walsingham and Ian Moorcroft and Adam Reader getting one each. 
 
Eastwood Seconds moved up to second in the Mixed First division with a 7-2 triumph away 
at SLH Rayleigh. Clare Roberts and Peter Brumwell secured a perfect three rubbers for 
Eastwood and were supported by a brace apiece from Lorene Roberts and Gary Webb and 
Debbie Moon and David Virgo. Jan Watt and Peter Hall helped get the two points for the 
home side. 
 
In the division below, Phoenix Flames Seconds continued their impressive start to the 
season as they won 7-2 against Highlands. Carly Horsler and Terry Maylin and Vikki Walker 
and Ben Bradford both secured hat-tricks with the latter not dropping a set. Tracey Carey 
and Rohan Subasinghe picked up one as Phoenix made it four wins from four. Tim Rainbow 
and Marina Gare and Dawn Muggleton and Martin Rainbow won a rubber each for 
Highlands points as they remain second. 
 
There were three matches across the Ladies divisions with Westcliff and Chelmsford 
Casuals sharing the spoils 3-3 in the Premier division. Nicola Waller and Adrienne Munro 
both won braces for Westcliff while Amanda Austin secured a hat-trick for Chelmsford. 
 
Eastwood Seconds edged the First division clash against B & BP 4-2. Lorene Roberts 
secured a hat-trick with Debbie Moon and Dawn Muggleton getting the other for victory. 
Emma Clark helped B & BP to get their two rubbers. 
 
In the Ladies Second, Fitzwimarc returned to the top with a 5-1 win over Westcliff Thirds. 
Carole Reader and Liz Cullen both won three rubbers each for Fitz. Barbara Childs and 
Holly Gillard got the point for Westcliff. 
 
Finally, Fitzwimarc triumphed 5-1 in the Masters Premier over Phoenix Flames and in the 
Masters First it was Eastwood Seconds who beat Fitzwimarc Seconds 4-2. 

 

 
Team of the Week – Westcliff Seconds (Men’s First) 
Player of the Week – Amanda Austin 
 


